The ring of the hammer on the anvil, the glow of superheated iron as the smith draws it from the forge—the artists and craftsmen at Trapper Peak Forge create hardware of distinction using traditional methods and tools in their Montana studio. Subtle variations reflect the handmade difference of this uniquely American hardware—no two pieces are ever exactly alike.
Extraordinary homes call for extraordinary hardware and accessories.

Trapper Peak Forge continues to pioneer authentic hand-forged designs, colors and finishes that add the perfect finishing touch to classic American homes. The unique look and style of this hand-crafted ironwork is equally at home on fine furniture, cabinetry and doors; whether in fine log homes, timber frame lodges, adobe casas, Cape Cod bungalows or Victorian mansions.

Color is the result of a chemical process and/or the application of heat, never painted or stained. For this reason, Trapper Peak Forge prefers to treat your entire order at the same time if possible to ensure consistency. All finishes are protected with two coats of baked on clear acrylic with the exception of Beeswax.

Start with a finish or choose a style to create a one of a kind look for your home. Carry one design throughout the home or decorate room by room. For exterior, sliding, and passage doors, choose an escutcheon, knob or handle, deadbolt and latch. Cabinet hardware can be mounted plain or with the back plate of your choice. Finish the room with coordinating pieces like towel bars and rings, hooks and pull handles.

The artists at Trapper Peak Forge are happy to quote on custom designs, sizes and applications. Call to discuss your project.
RUGGED, IMPOSING, UNTAMED

Make a statement with the Trapper Peak Signature Series, inspired by the snow-capped star of Montana’s Bitterroot Mountain Range.
This distinctive entry door hardware appears to have been ripped from the roots of the mountains themselves. The impressive back plates are hand-cut and shaped in Trapper Peak’s rugged likeness, handles forged to suggest hewn timbers, then finished to rustic perfection. Equally at home on a hand-hewn door or as a counterpoint to a highly polished masterpiece, the Trapper Peak Signature Series speaks to the rugged individualist.
Trapper Peak Signature Series Door Bell. Shown in Rust

Trapper Peak Signature Series Multipoint Set. Shown in Forged Natural

Trapper Peak Signature Series Deadbolt set. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Signature Series Door Knocker. Shown in Forged Rust

Trapper Peak Signature Series Passage Set. Shown in Pewter
Trapper Peak Signature Series Coat and Hat Hook. Shown in Pewter

Trapper Peak Signature Series Single Towel Bar. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Signature Series Double Towel Bar. Shown in Forged Natural.

Trapper Peak Signature Series Double Robe Hook. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Signature Series Towel Ring. Shown in rust

Trapper Peak Signature Series Toilet Paper Holder. Shown in Beeswax
The Trapper Peak Series harkens back to a simpler time when all ironwork came direct from the blacksmith’s hammer and anvil. Think of this hardware as the strong, silent type. Whether you choose to focus attention on your entry doors, or carry the unique hand wrought look of this series throughout your home, the Trapper Peak Series commands attention in any setting.
Trapper Peak Deadbolt Square Knob. Shown in Rust

Trapper Peak Multi Point Lock with American Cylinder Exterior View. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Multi Point Lock with Profile Cylinder Exterior View. Shown in Beeswax

Trapper Peak Deadbolt Diamond Knob. Shown in Rust

Trapper Peak Passage, Forged Square Knob. Shown in Pewter

Trapper Peak Passage, Railroad Spike Lever. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Passage with Beveled Edge, Water Jet Line, and No Stress Marks. Shown with Heavy Beveled Lever in Dark Bronze

Trapper Peak Passage, Forged Egg Knob. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Passage, Forged Square Knob. Shown in Pewter

Trapper Peak Passage, Forged Square Knob. Shown in Pewter

Trapper Peak Passage with Tapered Beveled Lever, No Edge Treatment or Random Imprints. Shown in Fire Blue

Trapper Peak 10” Flush Pull. Shown in Forged Natural

Trapper Peak 6.5” Flush Pull. Shown in Fire Blue
Trapper Peak Cabinet Back Plate with Tapered Round Ring Pull. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Beveled Cabinet Back Plate with Beveled Square Knob. Shown in Forged Natural

Trapper Peak Cabinet Back Plate with Forged Diamond Knob. Shown in Bees Wax

Trapper Peak Square Cabinet Pull. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Round Cabinet Pull. Shown in Pewter

Trapper Peak Square Flared End Cabinet Pull. Shown in Rust

Trapper Peak Diamond Cabinet Pull. Shown in Rust

Trapper Peak Forged Diamond Pull with Offset Twist. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak 8” Strap Handle. Shown in Forged Rust

Trapper Peak 8” Diamond Sub Zero Pull. Shown in Pewter
There are no shortcuts to this rugged, handmade cabinet hardware. Every surface has been shaped with hammer and heat to create its intriguing, one of a kind look and feel.
For the first time, Trapper Peak Forge introduces a rustic, handwrought suite of hardware for bath and cabinet.

- **Trapper Peak Towel Bar.** Shown in Rust

- **Trapper Peak Diamond Towel Ring.** Shown in Pewter. Also available in Square.

- **Trapper Peak Double Robe Hook.** Shown in Pewter

- **Trapper Peak Single Robe Hook.** Shown in Black

- **Trapper Peak Paper Towel Holder.** Shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze

- **Trapper Peak Diamond Toilet Paper Holder.** (Available in Square). Shown in Pewter
Speakeasy Door Grille. Shown in Black

Trapper Peak Doorstops. Round above shown in Pewter. Square Below Shown in Beeswax

Trapper Peak Hook and Eye. Shown in Beeswax

Trapper Peak L-Bracket Shown in Beeswax

Trapper Peak Cane Bolt 16”. Shown in Pewter

Trapper Peak Door Knocker. Shown in Beeswax

Surface Bolt. Shown in Forged Rust

Trapper Peak Door Bell. Shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze with Clear Bell Button

Trapper Peak Cabinet Latch. Shown in Forged Rust

Trapper Peak Hook and Eye. Shown in Beeswax
The classic beauty of the Arts & Crafts Series shines in any home where people appreciate craftsmanship and fine design. This elegant, versatile design can be rendered in any of our finishes. Finely detailed with decorative cutouts and hand-applied texture.

Arts & Crafts Privacy. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Cane Bolt. Shown in Rust

Arts & Crafts Flush Pull. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Hammered Knob. Shown in Rust

Arts & Crafts Deadbolt Set. Shown in Rust.

Arts & Crafts Hammered Lever. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Passage with Half Round Hammered Lever. Shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze

Arts Crafts Passage with Square Hammered Lever. Shown in Rust
Left: Exterior View Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Multi Point Set. Shown in Rust

Arts & Crafts Heavy Handle with Back Plate. Shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze

Arts & Crafts 10” Deadbolt Set. Shown with Round Lever in Dark Bronze

Left: Exterior View Shown in Pewter
Arts & Crafts Beveled Hammered Cabinet Pull. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Half Round Hammered Cabinet Pull. Shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze

Arts & Crafts Square Hammered Knob. Shown in Black

Arts & Crafts Square Smooth Knob. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts 3” Cabinet Back Plate with Round Hammered Knob. Shown in Black

Arts & Crafts 6” Cabinet Back Plate with 3 1/2” Pull. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Toilet Paper Holder. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Towel Ring. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Towel Bar. Shown in Pewter

Arts & Crafts Robe Hook. Shown in Pewter
Before Trapper Peak Forge, there was Hacienda Iron. This series pays homage to our strong roots. The versatile components can be assembled in an infinite number of combinations of backplate, escutcheon, knob and pull.
Diamond Mortise Lock with Diamond Lever Interior View. Shown in Dark Bronze

Below: Diamond Escut Privacy with Diamond Lever. Shown in Rust

Above: Diamond Mortise Lock Escut. Exterior View with Diamond Handle. Shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze

Above: Diamond Passage with Diamond Lever. Shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze

Left: Diamond Mortise Lock Exterior View. Shown with Pitcher Handle. Shown in Fire Blue

Diamond Flush Pull. Shown in Dark Bronze

Above: Diamond Handle with Diamond Escut. Shown in Black

Diamond Deadbolt. Shown in Pewter

Diamond Multi Point with Round Lever. Shown in Black

Diamond Deadbolt Set with Twist Lever. Shown in Rust
Below: Wave Passage without edge treatment with Round Knob. Shown in Black

Wave Sliding Door Hardware. Shown in Black

Wave Mortise Lock with Twist Handle Interior View Left, Exterior View Right. Shown in Bees Wax

Wave Multi Point with Wave Lever. Shown in Rust

Wave Deadbolt. Shown in Black

Wave Deadbolt Set with Twist Lever. Shown in Forged Natural

Above: Wave Mortise Lock Exterior View with Pitcher Handle. Shown in Fire Blue

Above: Heavy Twist Handle on Heavy Wave Escutcheon with Heavy Deadbolt. Shown in Rust

Left: Wave Flush Pull. Shown in Dark Bronze
Classic Rosette Mortise Lock with Forged Egg Knob, Interior View. Shown in Fire Blue

Round Rosette Passage with Round Knob. Shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze

Classic Rosette Mortise Lock with Cobra Pitcher Handle. Shown in Fire Blue

Classic Rosette Deadbolt. Shown in Rust

Classic Rosette Mortise Lock with Round Knob. Shown in Dark Bronze

6" Classic Rosette Passage with Scroll Lever. Shown in Rust

Classic Rosette Passage with Twist Lever. Shown in Pewter

Classic Rosette Deadbolt Set with Round Knob. Shown in Dark Bronze

Classic Rosette Flush Pull. Shown in Dark Bronze
Your guests will appreciate your good taste from the moment they reach your front gate. Trapper Peak Forge gate hardware, specialty latches and pulls can also be adapted for use in every room of your home.
Cane Bolt. Shown with Classic Rosette Escut. Shown in Black

Wave Pitcher Handle

Pitcher Handle

Cobra Pitcher Handle

Clydesdale Handle

Diamond Door Knocker with Round Ring Pull. Shown in Black

Twist Ring Pull Rectangular. Shown in Rust. Also Available as Door Knocker

Round Ring Pull Split Foot. Shown in Rust

Rectangle Door Viewer Plate. Shown in Rust

Wave Door Bell Button Plate. Shown in Black

Twentieth Añchets, Hanílcs and Dóor Acssóries
Whether you’re starting with new cabinetry or redesigning an existing room, Trapper Peak Forge has decorative hardware to accent any style. Back plates are more than decorative, they also serve to mask previous hardware installations and protect fine wood finishes from wear. Specialty pulls allow you to coordinate the appliances into your design.
Cabinet Pulls and Knobs

- Pointed Pull
- Heavy Pointed Pull
- Twist Pull
- Heavy Twist Pull
- Beveled Pull
- Heavy Beveled Pull
- Heavy Diamond Pull
- Round Pull
- Half Round Pull

Round Cabinet Knob
Hammered Specify 1” or 1 1/4”. Shown in Black

Round Cabinet Knob Smooth
Specify 1” or 1 1/4”. Shown In Black

Diamond Cabinet Knob
Hammered. Shown in Black

Oval Cabinet Knob
Hammered Edge. Shown in Pewter
Fine hardware is an integral part of any elegant bath. Our hardware is protected with two coats of clear acrylic to stand up to challenging conditions. Choose our signature ‘split foot’ design, or exchange with any back plate at no extra charge.
Diamond Series
Towel Ring. Shown in Rust

Diamond Series
Towel Bar. Shown in Pewter

Single Robe
Hook Diamond. Shown in Rust

Single Robe Hook
Diamond with Twist. Shown in Pewter

Square Series
Towel Ring. Shown in Black

Square Series
Towel Bar. Shown in Black

Square Series
Toilet Paper
Holder with
Rectangular
Escutcheon. Shown in Black

Square Series
Toilet Paper
Holder. Shown in Black
Here’s a collection of whimsical hardware that is sure to find a home in your den, guest bath or hall.

This decorative hardware makes a great gift for the hard to buy for person on your list.
Specialty Hardware

Switch Plate Covers. Shown in Black, Rust and Pewter. Available in any Combination

Railroad Spike 4 Hooks. Shown in Black

Railroad Spike 3 Coat & Hat Hooks. Shown in Rust

Railroad Spike Cabinet Pull. Shown in Black

Railroad Spike Knob. Shown in Pewter

Railroad Spike Coat Hook. Shown in Black

Railroad Spike Coat & Hat Hook. Shown in Black
This custom woodworking project won the Switchback Purchase Award in Cody, WY, and is now on permanent display at the Buffalo Bill Historical Museum. It was created by Mike Roths of Bear Paw Custom Woodworks, Stevensville MT. Original ironwork by Trapper Peak Forge.

Below: This custom pot rack was custom forged for Laura Capron of Hamilton Montana.

Art and Function are the Hallmarks of Trapper Peak Forge.
Our artists and craftsmen welcome a challenge. These photos represent a small portion of the custom iron work they have completed. Feel free to contact us with your project.
The artists and craftsmen at Trapper Peak Forge have created distinctive hand wrought hardware in Montana since 1994. Originally produced as Hacienda Iron, Trapper Peak Forge now produces a wide range of hardware products and design styles from their Bitterroot Valley Montana forge.

Visit www.trapperpeakforge.com for a full list of available hardware styles and products, or work directly with the owners and craftsmen at Trapper Peak Forge to design a look that is truly unique.

Trapper Peak Forge, Inc.
417 Wolfville Lane • Unit C
PO Box 927 • Florence, MT 59833
Phone: 406-777-2271
Fax: 406-777-7040
www.trapperpeakforge.com
Email: info@trapperpeakforge.com